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our philosophy
At Novo, we see discipline as a process of instruction and correction. Discipline trains a child’s 
thinking and behavior.

We’ve found that effective discipline utilizes guidelines, consequences, and follow-up mentoring. 
These steps can help direct a child toward heart change.

Children face the daily realities of substance abuse, gang activity, crime, and violence. Too often, 
the children we work with live in environments without healthy structures. We want to create an 
environment of discipline and structure. To do this, children need to know our expectations. We 
need our volunteers to present consistent standards for the children, so we have created a 
discipline procedure to use in all of our Novo Bible Clubs.

program rules
We have 3 simple program rules:
• Respect God
• Respect Others
• Respect the Boundaries

All volunteers, regardless of their roles, should know the rules and encourage the children to 
follow them.

correcting a child
Whenever a child intentionally breaks one of the rules, he receives a warning. A child only gets 
three warnings per program. First, we give a child a verbal warning. If the child needs to cool 
down, a Buddy or Small Group Helper can take him away from the group to talk. A 2nd warning 
always involves time away from the group and one-on-one discussion with the Community 
Liaison or a volunteer. If a child receives a third warning, we send her home or have her sit out for 
the rest of the program. We want to discipline gently in love. Even after the third warning, we 
spend time with the child trying to get to the root issue.

Each child’s nametag has three stickers. They lose a sticker for each warning. Make sure not to 
focus on “losing stickers.”

When you correct a child, help him understand what he did wrong and make sure he knows you’re 
giving him a warning.
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It is important that all volunteers remember how important it is to make wise choices when 
correcting a child. Choose your words carefully, control your facial expressions, and be careful
about physical contact. We never want children to think that you “yelled” at them, grabbed or 
pushed them, or said something inappropriate. We never physically discipline a child. Always strive 
to remain above reproach.

discipline in Small Group
In Small Group, we provide some additional tools and resources to foster structure.  

Each Small Group box has:
• Program Rules Poster
• Stoplight — reminds children when they can speak
• Pass — for leaving the group
• Bag of Small Candy — to reward the children

discipline in Large Group
During Large Group, children must follow the "Up Rules" :
• Look Up
• Listen Up
• Hand Up
• Zip Up
• Sit Up

These rules help children respect God, others, and the boundaries during Large Group.

The boys and girls sit on separate sides during Large Group. Each side has 3 balloons. If any boy or 
girl misbehaves, his or her side loses a balloon. If the children on either side keep at least one 
balloon by obeying the rules, they will receive a piece of candy after the program. Splitting the 
children into two “sides” and offering a reward encourages them to work as a team to follow the 
rules.

We want to encourage the children to do right. Don’t just notice when a child needs correction. 
Praise and reward them when they do well.
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from the founder
Discipline is always tricky to understand and practice. We want to show God’s love and we want 
the kids to learn. We can use discipline and structure to lead the boys and girls entrusted to us. 
Disciplines serves two purposes. It makes our programs safe and orderly. It create an opportunity 
to develop relationships with children and teach them more about God. We cannot start caring 
more about outward obedience and smooth programs than we care about the condition of the 
children’s hearts. We want to see them really understand God’s principles and true, lasting life-
change. Be prepared to spend them time and effort to "gure out what’s really going on. We do not 
desire outward, temporary compliance. We want children to know God and behave out of a desire 
to serve Him.
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